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When complex situations of the guaranteed provision of 
OBCP IS arise, the decision-making process should be per-
formed under condition of active interaction with experts; 
in this case, such an operation proves to be rather labor 
consuming without computer technologies. Even the initial 
problem of designing the integrated systems for information 
protection (ISIP) can be attributed to the weakly formalized 
problems with incomplete information. Similar tasks include 
the situations, connected with the recognition of prolonged 
targeted cyberattacks, which are not distinguished by ex-
plicit attributes. Therefore, the subject of the study that ad-
dresses the development of models and software (SW) of 
DSS in the weakly structured and difficult-to-formalize 
tasks in the provision of OBCP IS appears relevant.

2. Literature review and problem statement

An increase in the number of cyberattacks on MCCS in 
recent years has generated interest towards the development 
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1. Introduction

In connection with the growing number of complex 
targeted cyberattacks directed at the mission critical 
computer systems (MCCS), one of the vital problems of 
society is the information security (IS) and its compo- 
nent – cybersecurity (CS). When conducting targeted at-
tacks, cybercriminals frequently are used unique harmful 
programs and methods of penetrating the MCCS (objects 
of cyberprotection – OBCP). Resisting a constant increase 
in the complexity of illegitimate actions on MCCS is possi-
ble, in particular, using the systems for the intelligent rec-
ognition of cyberattacks (SIRCA), equipped with the mod-
ules for decision support system (DSS). The architecture 
of the latter implies, as a rule, a system for intelligent data 
analysis (SIDA or Data Mining). SIRCA make it possible 
to reveal regularities in the dynamics of development of the 
OBCP states, combining the knowledge and experience of 
decision making by experts, as well as the SIDA computa-
tional potential.
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of efficient SIRCA [1, 2]. A separate direction of studies in 
this area is the articles about the development of methods, 
models and SW for DSS [3, 4] and expert systems (ES) [5, 
6] in the field of IS. 

Papers [7, 8] examined Data Mining technologies in 
the problems of IS and CS that make it possible to reveal 
regularities in the evolution of situation, related to the 
protection of information (PI) at OBCP. The papers ex-
amined did not result in practical realization, in the form 
of applied SW.

Articles [9, 10] analyzed a methodology of intelligent 
simulation, intended for the analysis and decision making 
in the insufficiently structured situations of PI. The studies 
were not implemented in either hardware or software reali-
zation. 

The tasks of the CS provision at the occurrence of new 
classes of attacks, which are difficult to formalize and struc-
ture, prove to be complicated for the analysis and decision 
making support related OBCP IS [11]. In this case, qualita-
tive indicators [12] can represent parameters of the OBCP 
IS state, which is not always expedient.

In the opinion of authors [13, 14], the analysis of MCCS 
protection and development of the plan to counteract target-
ed cyberattacks must be preceded by the stage of detecting 
the basic threats and vulnerabilities. In this case, as indicat-
ed by researchers, a task of the formalization of connections 
between the threats and the OBCP vulnerabilities remains 
challenging. 

An essential shortcoming of articles [15, 16] is the lack of 
architectural realization of DSS for the tasks of OBCP IS, 
which are difficult to formalize. As recognized by authors 
[16], the majority of similar DSS and ES have been at the 
stage of testing so far.

Papers [17, 18] examined deficiencies of existing DSS 
and ES in the area of IS. Such deficiencies include the need 
for the presence of highly qualified experts while compiling 
a knowledge base (KB) and the field of knowledge (FOK), 
difficulties in the algorithmization of separate methods and 
models, impossibility to estimate the effectiveness of specific 
DSS and others.

Thus, taking into account the discussion in the papers 
examined, it is obvious that it is necessary to continue re-
search into the practically implemented solutions for DSS in 
the field of OBCP IS. Similar studies, in particular, should 
focus on solving complex formalized untypical problems of 
PI, for example, in the processes of realization of multistage 
targeted cyberattacks.

3. The aim and tasks of the study

The aim of present work is the development of models 
and SW for DSS to manage IS, taken in the course of com-
plex formalized untypical situations of realization of multi-
stage targeted cyberattacks on MCCS.

To achieve the set aim, the following tasks were to be 
solved:

– to devise a model for the description of metaknowledge 
for DSS about the weakly structured situations, related to 
the MCCS cyberprotection;

– to develop and test a software program, which realizes 
the structurization of a complicated situation for IS, and its 
representation in the form of a set of interfaces that allow the 
visualization and interpretation of results.

4. Model for describing the metaknowledge in DSS for 
the provision of cybersecurity

Contemporary MCCS are usually well protected [1, 3, 17]. 
In order to succeed, those attacking have to switch off or 
overcome protection in the process of realization of different 
classes of cyberattacks, Fig. 1. Thus, DSS as part of SIRCA 
should be designed for the continuous process of updating 
the knowledge base (KB).

Since the hardware-software complexes, which realize 
the mechanisms of adaptive cyberprotection (ACP) based on 
SIRCA and DSS, are still at the stage of creation, a formalized 
formulation of the problem for their development is formulated 
as follows. Initial data for such SIRCA are the data, which are 
contained in KB – REP (or the field of knowledge – FOK):

=REP SYS,Events,TAI,NIS,gov ,   (1)

where SYS are the data on the OBCP infrastructure (for 
example, topology, users, tools and the methods of protection 
and others); Events are the events, registered by SIRCA; 
TAI are the templates (scripts) [2–4]; NIS are the scripts 
for countering the attacks; gov are the decision rules at the 
detection of attacks [6, 17].

Fig. 1. Interrelation between the types of attacks, which are 
subject to analysis by the attributes of DSS

The problems, solved by SIRCA, are determined as fol-
lows. 

Analysis of OBCP protection:

IOFPj=FS (SYS, TAI, AT, gov),  (2)

where IOFPj – j is the index of OBCP protection; AT are the 
events, connected to the violation of IS; FS is the function, 
determined by the security policy (SP). 

Simulation of the transformation of situation in the pro-
cess of attack realization:

ESCcr=Model (SYS, TAI, AT, gov, T), (3)

where ⊂crESC SYS  is the critical element of OBCP; Model 
is the model of cyberattack in time – T.

Support of decisions to counter attacks, in particular, 
for the weakly formalized problems of the information pro-
tection:

= − rtCM arg min IOFP IOFP ,   (4)

where ⊂CM gov  are the countermeasures; IOFP, IOFPrt 

are the current and reference value of OBCP protection, 
respectively.
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A procedure of structurization of the situation, related 
to the task of supporting a decision for the provision of 
OBCP IS, is examined in the functional and structural 
contexts of the concept – the field of knowledge (FOK) of 
cybersecurity.

A variant of structural approach makes it possible to 
perform decomposition of the situation. This allows us to 
analyze the structural-functional relations of its constituent 
components (sei). The selection of components (sei) is real-
ized in the course of interaction between DSS and SIRCA 
[17]. The result of such an interaction is represented by 
hierarchical component “Part – Whole”, PA, WH ,  where 

{ }= iPA pa  is the whole (set or alphabet (sei)), WH is the 
ratio “Part – Whole” on the alphabet =PA, i 1,...,n.

For the variant of functional approach, the definition 
of situation determines the basic estimations of illegitimate 
interference in the MCCS work. It is accepted for all the 
components of situation { }= =i ijSI si , j 1,...,m  is the set of 
apexes, AMi is the adjacency matrix (AM) of the directed 
graph (DG), which determines for each component (sei) of the 
situation (pai) its functional structure. Using the experts, 
we build cognitive maps (COGM) (SIi, AMi), which reflect 
the subjective treatment of regularities in the functioning 
of OCP element. Next, obtained COGM are grouped (SI, 
AM), where = ∪ iSI SI  is the totality of attributes (“A”) that 
characterize a change in the situation.

In the developed DSS we used a model of representation 
of the knowledge in the form of sign DG, as well as the field 
of knowledge (FOK) [19, 20]. FOK is assigned: by input 
information (factors – X) of the tasks for DSS; by conclu-
sions (output data – Y); by a model (MO) that is used for 
the transformation of initial data into the conclusion. The 
model is described by systems SCpa, FSsi, which reflect, ac-
cordingly, the structure of the situation and the regularities 
of OBCP SP realization.

COGM (SI, AM) are described in the functional sys-
tem (FS) of FOK. In the process of COGM description, 
we applied the scale of informativeness “A” [21, 22]. For the 
description of COGM we also used methods for the identi-
fication of preferences of an expert (or a person who makes 
decision – DM), who analyzes the scripts of transformation 
of the situations (pai).

Using method [17], we obtained the ordered set 
{ }=ij ijzML ml  of linguistic values (LV) of jth “A” ith judg-

ment for zth number of LV, whose elements are represented in 
the range [0, 1]. For each “A” judgment, we determined scale 
Xij. A scale point has linguistic interpretation ∈ijz ijml ML .

For the situation when it is necessary to obtain the 
script of transformation of the situation, the initial data are: 
a set of factors { }= iSI si ;  scale(s) of factors Xij; the initial 
state of OBCP prior to the occurrence of analyzed situation 
X(t0)=(x11,…,xnm); AM = ijslAM am ,  where i,s is the number 
of judgment, j,l is the number of “A” judgment, with numbers 
∨i s,  respectively.

In a general case, it is necessary to determine addition 
vector “A” (AVA) 

( ) ( ) ( )+ +V t ,V t 1 ,...,V t n  

and to track a change in the state of OBCP for the input fac-
tors of data X(t), (t+1),…, X(t+n) in moments t,…t+n.

For solving the problem, we employed a method of 
successive iterations, in the course of which AVA was deter-
mined from expression 

( ) ( )+ = V t 1 V t AM.  

The state of OBCP in moment t+1 is characterized by 
equality X(t+1)=X(t)+V(t+1).

Each AM 

×
= ijsl n n

AM am  

for the positive and negative components was transformed 
under the following conditions:

− −> = =′ ′ij sl i(2 j 1)s(2l 1) ij sl i(2 j)s(2l) ij slif am 0 then am am , am am ;

− −< =′

= − = −′
ij sl i(2 j 1)s(2l 1)

ij sl i(2 j)s(2l) ij sl

if am 0 then am

am , am am   (5)

to positively determined dual AM

×
=′ ′ijsl 2n 2n

AM am .

Consequently, AVA of V(t) and predicted values of at-
tribute(s) V(t+1) have dimensionality 2n, too. In this case, 
the rules of synthesis of initial AVA V’(t) with dimensional-
ity 2n are satisfied:

−> = =′ ′ij i(2 j 1) ij i(2 j)if v (t) 0 then v (t) v (t), v (t) 0;

−< = =′ ′ij i(2 j) ij i(2 j 1)if v (t) 0 then v (t) v (t), v (t) 0.  (6)

In vector 

− + − +=′ 11 11 nm nmV (t) (v ,v ,...,v ,v ),  

the significance “A” ijsi  is determined by two components 
with index 2j that characterizes +

ijv , as well as with index 
−2j 1,  which determines −

ijv  addition ijsi .
AVA ( )+′V t 1  for positively determined AM ′AM  is 

represented as 

( ) ( )+ =′ ′ ′V t 1 V t AM .

As a result of transposition of the AVA component for 
moments of time 

( ) ( )+ +′ ′V t 1 ,...,V t n ,  

we obtained block matrix (BM). In the BM, the lines are the 
addition “A” in moments t, the columns are the addition “A” 
in the moment of time, which corresponds to column:

( )= + +′ ′
Tt TV V t 1 ,...,P (t n) .

The obtained matrix Vt is applied in the subsystem 
for the prediction of transformation of the situation with 
OBCP IS. 

The degree of mismatch of elements FOK – disij(t), 
taking into account papers [17, 21, 22], is determined by 
expression:

+ −

+ −

−
= ≤ ≤

+
ij ij

ij ij
ij ij

v (t) v (t)
dis (t) , 0 v (t) 1,

v (t) v (t)
  (7)

where + −
ij ijv (t), v (t)  is the addition of positive and negative 

“A” in moments t, respectively. 
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Parameter ijdis (t)  characterizes trust of DM in the 
process of adding vij(t) for siij. For ≈ijdis (t) 1  (a case when 

+ −>>ij ijv (t) v (t)  or − +>>ij ijv (t) v (t)), the trust of DM is in the 
value of attribute vij(t)→max. For ≈ijdis (t) 0  (a case when 

+ −≈ij ijv (t) v (t)), the value is vij(t)→min. 
Tracking dynamics in the transformation of situation, 

while realization of illegitimate actions by the criminal in 
moments +X(t),...,X(t n),  is expressed in DSS in the pro-
cess of transformation by term:

+ +ijk ijv (t 1), dis (t 1) ,  

( ) ( )( ) ( )
ij

ij ij ij ij

v (t 1)

sgn v t 1 v t 1 max v (t 1),v (t 1) .+ − + −

+ =

= + − + + +  (8)

It is accepted that if inequality 

+ −+ > +ij ijv (t 1) v (t 1),  

is valid, then the sign +ijv (t 1)  is positive. If inequality 

+ −+ < +ij ijv (t 1) v (t 1),  

is valid, the sign is negative. Consequently, the transforma-
tion of situation in the course of prediction will be deter-
mined by tuple:

( )+ +X t 1 , DIS(t 1) ,   (9)

where 

+ = + +ij ij ijx (t 1) x (t) v (t 1);  + ∈ +ijdis (t 1) DIS(t 1).

In the developed DSS, the transformation of situation is 
represented by matrix 

= + +t T TX X(t 1) ,...,X(t n) .  

Matrix Xt is used for the visual representation of the 
results, generated in the course of searching for solutions. 

Solution of inverse problem (INPR) forms recommen-
dations for DM that make it possible to transform current 
situation into the targeted state of OBCP. In this case, in 
the subsystem for the search for conclusions (SSC), we used 
transitive closure *AM  of the doubled adjacency matrix 

=′ ′ijslAM am .  
In SSC, in particular when *AM and target vector 
( )= 1 nP p ,...,p , are assigned, the sets of input actions vectors 

are determined – { }Ψ = D .  It is accepted that for all ∈ΨD ,  
expression = *D AM P.  is realized. 

Variants of the INPR solution for Dmax and Dmin are pre-
sented in papers [21, 22]. Controlling influences Di, a “A” sij 
are set by parameters vij and disij, that is, 

( )= 11 11 nm nmD v ,dis ,...,v ,dis .  

Parameters disij and vij in DSS are determined using 
ratios (7) and (8), respectively.

The current state of FOK FS is determined by tuple: 
SI, X, X(0), AM .  

A conceptual system (CS) of FOK as a part of DSS 
makes it possible to conduct structural-functional decom-
position of situation PA, WH .  Furthermore, it is used in 

the processes of interpretation of conclusions related to the 
scripts of transformation of the OBCP state, for example, in 
the course of realization of targeted cyberattacks.

Components of the situation are determined by the fol-
lowing parameters: 

i i ipa ,SI(pa ), CV(pa ) ,  

where pai is the identifier of concept (judgment); SI(pai) is 
the intension of concept 

{ }( )= =i ij i 11 nmSI si , SI(pa ) (x ,...,x ) ;  

CV(pai) is the scope of the concept (component of the situa-
tion, described in the model). 

Concept pai in DSS is mapped in space by a point with 
coordinates of “A” values. A feature space of attributes of the 
concepts is formed by the Cartesian product of scales of all 
“A” – U(pai).

In the CS model, CS the identifiers of concepts ∈ipa PA 
are represented in the notional (semantic [23]) space U(pai). 
CS makes it possible to determine a set of semantic spaces 

{ }= 1 nU(PA) U(pa ),...,U(pa ) ,
 

and hierarchical component 
WH. Thus, the pair of concepts U(pai) and U(paq) is bound 
by relation WH.

For DSS, we performed structurization of the semantic 
space of concepts pai in the format of representative clusters 

i

CL of cybersecurity [24]. Clusters and concepts are conju-
gated by relations “Classes – Sub-classes”.

It is accepted in DSS that 1
ipa  represents class 2

ipa ,  if 
conditions 

( ) ( )( )⊂1 2
i iSI pa SI pa  and ( ) ( )( )⊃1 2

i iCV pa CV pa  

are satisfied. 
Conceptual clusters (CCL) in the semantic space of IS 

are defined in the interpretation of basic (or supporting) 
concepts B

ipa  (BC). BC determine the class of objects, ana-
lyzed with the aid of SIRCA and DSS, (for example, the class 
of attack), and the category of situation to which element pa 
is related. 

The interval of values 

 =  
B
ij ijb ijcX x ,x , ∈ B

ij ijx X , ∀j, 

is established by expert evaluation, which assigns the 
boundaries of classes of the objects, examined by SIRCA 
and DSS.

Within the framework of notional (semantic) concepts 
of IS, which belong in the space of SP terms, that is, 

⊆o 0U(pa ) U(cv ),  there are domains of permissible semantic 
values oU(pa )  for “A” siij, for example, vulnerabilities are 
detected, partially detected, not detected, etc. 

BC is determined by parameters: 

( ) ( )( )B B B
i i ipa , SI pa , CV pa ,  

where B
ipa  is the identifier of BC; ( )B

iSI pa  is the intension 
of BC; ( )B

iCV pa  is the scope of BC. The scope of BC can 
be represented as a set of SP objects, for which values of 
“A” relate to the permissible. The permissible values, from 
the point of view of the analyst of information security 
(AIS), belong in the domain of permissible parameters of 
BC B

iAC(pa ).
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A procedure of BC generalization is realized by removing 
repetitive “A” or their combinations. 

It is accepted that BC for IS possess for m a number of 
abstractions – = −mA 2 1.  Universalized BC are categorized 
by parameters 

( ) ( )( )Ba Ba Ba
i i ipa , SI pa , CV pa ,

where a=1,…,A. 
It is accepted that the values of BC are implemented into 

permissible values of the generalized concepts of IS alphabet. 
Thus, ( ) ( )⊂B Ba

i iAC pa AC pa  and ( ) ( )⊂B Ba
i iCV pa CV pa .

An intention of BC and its abstractions forms a partially 
ordered set 

( ) ( ) ( ){ }B B1 BA
i i iSI pa ,SI pa ,...,SI pa .  

The formed set is a conceptual cluster of BC – iPA .  The 
formed CCL make it possible to structure semantic space of 
CS. In the clusters, we determine transitions from BC B

ipa  to 
those generalized Ba

ipa .  In CS, the transitions are assigned 
by the tuple of vectors:

CN(t),CC(t),SV(t) ,   (10)

where 

( )= Ba Ba
1 nCN(t) pa ,...,pa  

are the identifiers of concepts within the framework of de-
scription of the situations; 

( ) ( )( )= Ba Ba
1 nCC(t) SI pa ,...,SI pa

 are the intentions of CS 

∈Ba
ipa CN(t); ( ) ( )( )= Ba Ba

1 nSV(t) CV pa ,...,CV pa

are the scopes of concepts ∈ ∀Ba
ipa CN(t), i.  

In the process of DSS operation, we determined rules for 
the CS transformation:

1) if, when predicting results of the course of a cyberat-
tack, value of “A” concept exceeded the limits, permitted by 
BC, a new concept is formed;

2) new concepts generalize initial BC according to the 
attributes whose values deviate from those permitted.

The rules are formally represented as the reflection of FS 
state X(T) into the state of CS, that is,

( ) ( )→

CN(t),CC(t),SV(t) ,

UM : X t CN(t),CC(t),SV(t) ,   (11)

where ( )= iUM UM  is the vector of rules of BC transforma-
tion B

ipa  into generalized ∀Ba
ipa , i.

Expression (11) provides DM with the possibility to inter-
pret and generalize IS concepts, characterized by the set “A”. 

Thus, taking into account (11), a model for the represen-
tation of FOK is determined by tuple:

pa siSC , FS , UM ,   (12)

where paSC  – FOK CS, siFS  – FOK FS,

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )iU PA ,WH, PA , CN t , CC t ,SV t .

A problem on searching for conclusion and obtaining the 
solution is reduced to the development of strategy for the 
transformation of situation from the current state of IS to 
the targeted one. Thus, the INPR is solved. In the course of 
solving, 

( ) ( )= 0 0
11 nmX 0 x ,...,x  and ( )=P p p

11 nmX x ,...,x  

of FOK are determined. Next, target addition vector

( )= 1j nmP v ,...,v , 

is determined, where 

= − = −p 0 p 0
11 11 11 12 12 12v x x , v x x

and so on. The target vector indicates the direction and mag-
nitude of changes in “A” attack from initial X(0) of OBCP 
into the targeted XP state. Controlling resources of SPI for 
MCCS are determined as: 

( )=R r r
11 nmV v ,...,v .

A set of conclusions { }= 1 cvD D ,...D  is formed while solv-
ing INPR, that is, when changing the situation, which arose 
when a cyberattack was realized, from the current state into 
the targeted one. 

In a number of situations, there are the precedents possi-
ble when there is no any solution. However, by changing the 
structure of cognitive model of the situation, it is possible to 
find a solution by using heuristic approach, in particular, by 
engaging experts on IS. 

The search for solutions includes the following stages:
– generation of conclusions;
– structurization of conclusions for the functional map- 

ping;
– structurization of conclusions in the conceptual 

format.
The generation of conclusions is carried out when solv-

ing the INPR for the appropriate control circuits of IS. As a 
result, we obtain a set of solutions { }1 cvD ,...,D ,

 
which form a 

vector of controlling influences (VCI). VCI corresponds to 
AVA, taking into account cognitive consonance (c) [25], that 
is, ( )11 11 nm nmv ,c ,...,v ,c .  Thus, each conclusion ∈cvD D,  is as-
signed with the corresponding state of OCP after a change 
in the situation in the functional mapping of FOK

( )= + +0 0
cc 11 11 nj njX x v ,...,x v .

For the structurization of conclusions of functional map-
ping, the following criteria were applied: realizability of the 
solution within the framework of existing SPI; conflictness 
of the solution. 

In a DSS, decision that was made 

( )=cc 11 11 nm nmD v ,c ,...,v ,c  

can be realized, if

∀ ∈ij ccv D  & ( )≤ ∈ =r r R r r
ij ij ijk 1j njv v , v V v ,...,v .

A criterion of realizability, when applied to {D}, allowed 
us to divide conclusions into the subsets of realizable DR and 
non-realizable DN decisions.
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Component of decision Dcv is assigned by parameters 
vij and cij. In papers [22, 25], the level of consonance in the 
problems of decision making about IS is assigned in the 
range cij=0.5–0.65. Values below cij<0,5 for making deci-
sions Dcv are considered to be conflicting [25].

The model of knowledge representation (expression (12) 
realizes the structurization of conclusions in the conceptual 
format. We shall assume that the dynamics of transforma-
tion of the situation Xcv corresponds to each conclusion 

∈cvD D. This is represented by the structure of CS, that is,

( )→cv cv cv cvUM : X CN ,CC ,SV .

Therefore, the set of conclusions of CS corresponds to the 
set of decisions D in FS, that is, 

{ }∆ = pa1 pacvD ,...,D ,  

where ( )=pacv cv cv cvD CN ,CC ,SV  is the state of DSS CS. 
It is accepted that in the semantic space of CS, the coor-

dinates of points, which determine acceptable characteris-
tics of BC, are assigned by the state of situation Xcv and by 
decisions Dcv. It is possible that several values of BC and the 
solutions that correspond to them enter the domain, permit-
ted by DM, at the same time. In this case, the combination of 
different decisions ∈cvD D.  is possible. Consequently, in the 
DSS CS, classes q

paD  are formed. The class of the decision is 
characterized by tuple

=e q q q
paD CN ,CC ,SV ,

where Q is the number of classes in CS. The content of clas- 
ses { }1 QCC ,...,CC  is formed by the conceptual graph of deci-
sions (GD), Fig. 2, Table 1.

Fig. 2. Conceptual graph of decisions

Root apex of GD (level 0, L0) contains conclusions 
∈vD D,  in which none of the attributes (“A”) exceeds the 

limits, set by BC for OBCP IS. At L1 are decisions Dv, in 
which not more than one “A” exceeded the limits of SP 
domain. At L2 are decisions Dv, in which not more than 
two “A” exceeded the limits of SP domain. The conclu-
sions of L2 generalize conclusions of L1 by “A”, and so on. 
For the situation when values of “A” exceed the limits, 
established by SP, a new class of objects is determined, 
with the structure and variants of actions different from 
basic SP [4, 6, 17]. 

The search for structural solutions includes the following 
stages:

– evaluation of alternative decisions;
– assessment of prospects;
– formation of decision.
A conclusion on prospects of the variant of actions starts 

from the root apex of DG. DM should be aware of the situ-
ation, abstracting from “A”, by which the generalization is 
conducted. 

The formation of conclusion is performed based on the es-
timation of alternatives of separate decisions. The estimation 
is carried out during the introduction of structural transfor-
mations to the situation model SI,X X(0) AM  and subse-
quent solution of INPR for structure * * *SI ,X X(0) AM .

Table 1

Designation of the class of decision (CD)

Transition in 
the graph of 

decisions

Num-
ber of 
«A» 

Content of classes in «A» codes (attribute)

CD 1 – CD 2 11si 111–11111–11–1111→011–11111–11–1111

CD 1 – CD 3 12si 111–11111–11–1111→101–11111–11–1111

CD 1 – CD 4 14si 111–11111–11–1111→110–11111–11–1111

CD 1 – CD 5 23si 111–11111–11–1111→111–11011–11–1111

CD 1 – CD 6 24si 111–11111–11–1111→111–11101–11–1111

CD 1 – CD 7 25si 111–11111–11–1111→111–11110–11–1111

CD 2 – CD 8 12si 011–11111–11–1111→001–11111–11–1111

CD 2 – CD 9 23si 011–11111–11–1111→011–11011–11–1111

CD 2 – CD 10 24si 011–11111–11–1111→011–11101–11–1111

CD 2 – CD 11 25si 011–11111–11–1111→011–11110–11–1111

CD 3 – CD 12 23si 101–11111–11–1111→101–11011–11–1111

CD 3 – CD 13 24si 101–11111–11–1111→101–11101–11–1111

CD 3 – CD 14 25si 101–11111–11–1111→101–11110–11–1111

CD 4 – CD 15 24si 110–11111–11–1111→110–11011–11–1111

CD 4 – CD 16 24si 110–11111–11–1111→110–11101–11–1111

CD 5 – CD 15 13si 111–11011–11–1111→110–11011–11–1111

CD 5 – CD 17 23si 111–11011–11–1111→111–11001–11–1111

CD 5 – CD 18 13si 111–11011–11–1111→111–11010–11–1111

CD 6 – CD 17 23si 111–11101–11–1111→111–11001–11–1111

CD 6 – CD 19 24si 111–11101–11–1111→111–11100–11–1111

CD 7 – CD 18 25si 111–11110–11–1111→111–11011–11–1111

CD 7 – CD 19 24si 111–11110–11–1111→111–11100–11–1111

… … …

CD N .. … …

As a result, after the synthesis of conclusion, we shall 
obtain subset { }=* * *

1 aD D ,...,D .  The conclusion is accepted if 
there is at least one decision ∈* R*

aD D that is more preferable 
than ∈ R

aD D ,  which were obtained while solving the INPR 
for the initial configuration of situation with OBCP IS.

5. Program realization of the decision support system

DSS is realized in the programming environment Rad 
Studio XE. User interfaces include the modules, which real-
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ize the operation of subsystems, demonstrated in Fig. 3. The 
methods employed in DSS, as well as models and algorithms, 
were described in papers [17, 22, 24].

Fig. 3. Subsystems and user interfaces of DSS

Interface for the formation of initial information is in-
tended for setting “A”, which reflect the situation, as well as 
the corresponding scale of estimating “A”. A visualization 
of the transformation of the situation is represented in the 
form of sign DG (SI, AM), Fig. 4. Dark blue color denotes 
edges of DG, structurizing the fragments of the situation 
“Part – Whole”, red color denotes fragments of the situation 
“Class – Sub–class”.

A subsystem of DM preferences provides the possibility 
to reveal the degree of influence of each of “A” of anomalies 
or cyberattacks on other factors of IS. As the initial data, 
we used scale of informativeness “A” ijML  [17, 24]. Further-
more, DSS analyzes current values ijkml ,  obtained based on 
DG (SI, AM). 

If the variant of direct evaluation is selected, then degree 
of influence of “A” of cyberattack on the indicators of IS was 
calculated as follows: = с r

ijsl ij slam v v ,
 
where с

ijv , r
slv  is the 

addition of “A” characteristics of reason (“RE”) and conse-
quence (“CO”), respectively; i,s is the number of concept, j, l 
is the number of “A”. 

Fig. 5 shows a form for the interpretation of results of 
simulation of the indicator, which determines the degree 
of influence of the attributes of cyberattack on the current 
estimation of OCP IS. The form includes components that 
make it possible to formulate a question for an expert in the 
natural language, as well as components for changing the 
values of attributes of cyberattack in the context of bond of 
cause-effect (“RE-CO”) and the degree of fuzziness in the 
answers. 

If AIS considers it appropriate to conduct a paired com-
parison of the informativeness of attributes of cyberattack, 
for example, in the situation, which requires the refinement 
of attributes-reasons sitl, sisd and their influence on the bond 
of attribute-consequence (“A– CO”), the rank scale is used 
[5, 8, 24]. A degree of influence of “A” of the attack on the 
indicators of OBCS IS was determined as follows:

β = ⋅ β 
tl

ij tl ij sd
sd

am am ,

where β is the parameter that describes a degree of influence 
of the bond “A-RE” on “RE-CO”.

In the situation when the contradictions are revealed while 
estimating IS, the module of correction is activated, which 
makes it possible to react in real time to the occurring errors 
in the assessment of state of the MCCS cyberprotection. DSS 
implies both manual and automated correction of the situa-
tion, for example, when an expert’s estimation does not coin-
cide with the estimation of the level of DSS IS and SIRCA. 
When corrected manually, an expert may change his choice, 
assigned at the previous step of paired estimation. A heuristic 
algorithm is employed during automated correction [3, 5]. 

In the situation when quantitative characteristics of the 
bonds “A-RE” and “A-CO” are known, as well as functional 
correlations of “RE-CO” on the set “A-RE”, DM may use a 
mode of functional dependence. 

It is accepted:

( )= Θij tl sd zesi si ,si ,...,si  

and 

( )= Θ0 0 0 0
ij tl sd zex x ,x ,...,x .

The force of influence of factors 
on IS is determined as sensitivity in-
dex for each of the arguments:

( )( )
( )

− Θ + ⋅λ
=

λ ⋅

0 0 0 0 0
ij tl tl sd ze

tlij 0
tl

x x x , x ,...,x
am ,

x

( )( )
( )

− Θ + ⋅λ
=

λ ⋅

0 0 0 0 0
ij tl sd sd ze

sdij 0
sd

x x ,x x , ...,x
am ,

x

where < λ <0 1.

 

 
Fig. 4. Form of DSS for the visualization of transformation of the situation
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Fig. 5. Form for the interpretation of results of simulation

DSS contains interfaces that ensure:
– entry of DM preferences;
– determining the force of influence of attributes;
– detection of export errors.
Results of operation of the module for predicting the 

transformation of situation are represented by two-dimen-
sional arrays. The first one contains data on additions Vt. 
The second one reflects the changes in states of IS Xt. The 
described arrays are used by the subsystems of representa-
tion of the results of simulation, as well as in the process of 
supporting the decisions of DM.

The forms, shown in Fig. 6–8, visualize summarized re-
sults obtained in the process of simulation. The forms contain 
tables with parameters of increments from 0

ijkml  to v
ijkml .  The 

forms also reflect the charts of dynamics in the transformation 
of values of attributes siij. For example, Fig. 6 shows a chart of 
the change in situation in the course of assessing the develop-
ment of DDoS attack on the resources of MCCS. The charts 
in Fig. 6 demonstrate results of evaluating the probability of 
service denial for several scripts of development of the situa-
tion in the course of DDoS attack. Additional option of DSS 
is the capability of generating a report that contains “RE-CO” 
diagrams. The diagrams reflect the changes that CS under-
goes in the course of realization of different classes of attacks. 
The algorithm of diagrams formation is based on the isolation 
of zone with the registered max increments in the values of 
siij for matrix Vt. Thus, a fragment of maximum additions siij 
creates causal connections, which make it possible for DM to 
interpret the transformations of bond “RE-CO”, Fig. 7.

Fig. 8 shows an example of the interface of subsystem for 
the simulation of situation for the script of MCCS network 
virus infection. The form contains a digital indicator, which 
provides for the convenient format of representation of prob-
abilistic parameters of the situation assessment based on an 
analysis of existing “A”.

Intelligent support of DM decisions is provided by “Ad-
vising subsystem”, Fig. 9.

In this case, DM is given a possibility, based on own 
knowledge and experience, to select governing “A” from the set 
of data, obtained while solving INPR. In the course of evalu-
ating IS strategy, the search for solution Dv is realized by the 
iterative process, which consists in the successive determining 
the elements of decision vector. Such an iterative search allows 
DM to form a set of variants of alternative decisions. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Form for evaluating the transformation of situation at a change in the attributes
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Fig. 7. Form for the visualization of tables of values of target attributes for the transformation of bond “RE-CO”

 

Fig. 8. Example of a form for the subsystem of situation simulation in case of MCCS network virus infection

 

Fig. 9. Form of “Advising subsystem” when assessing strategies for the provision of IS
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The form contains components for the visualization of 
table of values of target “A”. The form also contains a list 
of controlling “A” and a diagram that reflects the results of 
applying the actions, initiated by DM. 

The interfaces of analyses of different scripts of the trans-
formation of situation enable comparison of the results, in 
this case providing DM with convenient tabular or graphic 
variant of conclusions representation.

6. Results of testing the DSS

The testing of DSS “Decision Support System of Man-
agement protection of information – DMSSCIS” was car-
ried out for MCCS of several transportation enterprises, the 
cities of Alma Ata, Astana (Republic of Kazakhstan), Kiev 
and Dnepr (Ukraine). 

In the course of testing, we analyzed possibilities of 
supporting the decisions related to the probabilities of real-
ization of actions by the intruder, who realizes cyberattacks 
on MCCS, Table 2. It was established that the application of 
DSS made it possible to reduce the predicted value of risk of 
overcoming IS contours by 5.5–6 %.

It was established in the process of testing that the re-
alization of DSS “DMSSCIS” makes it possible to ensure 
an increase in the level of automation and centralization of 
the OBCP protection monitoring, as well as reduce the time 
required to inform persons, responsible for the information 
security, about the incidents by 6.9–7.2 times.

7. Discussion of results of DSS testing and prospects for 
further studies

DSS “DMSSCIS” has the following advantages when com-
pared to the similar systems, which were previously used for the 
tasks of supporting AIS decisions at the analyzed enterprises. 

First, the DSS provides DM with a convenient format for 
mapping the changes that OBCP IS undergoes in the course of 
realization of different classes of attacks. Second, the DSS en-
ables intelligent support for the AIS decisions and the possibil-
ity to form alternative variants of decisions to counter attacks.

A specific shortcoming of the DSS is the fact that at the 
initial stage of operation, each MCCS – OBCP requires 
manual introduction of initial rules that describe conceptual 
clusters of IS.

Conducted research is the continuation of studies 
that were previously carried out by the International Ka-
zakh-Turkish University named after H. A. Yassavi (Ka-
zakhstan), by the European University and by the National 
Aviation University (Ukraine). Further development of 
research might be directed at improving the interaction of 
traditional mechanisms of OBCP IS, which, in particular, 
process primary information, and the DSS modules for 

decision making in the weakly for-
malized problems on the provision 
of cybersecurity.

As a whole, the studies conduct-
ed confirmed effectiveness of the 
proposed models and DSS program 
package for improving the level of 
protection of the examined enter-
prises.

8. Conclusions

We devised a model for de-
scribing in the conceptual and 
functional aspect the process of 
formation and application of DSS 
KB for the circumstances related 
to the detection of specific hard-
to-explain attributes of anomalies 
and attacks, which makes it pos-
sible to improve understanding of 
the analyzed processes of MCCS 
cyberprotection.

We designed and tested the 
DSS “DMSSCIS” software pack-
age that realizes the structurization 
of complex situation for MCCS IS. 
DSS “DMSSCIS” makes it possible 
to visualize and interpret results 
of the current assessment of the 
revealed hard-to-explain attributes 
of anomalies and cyberattacks, as 
well as, based on a cognitive mod-

el, describe current situation in the course of realization of 
a multistage targeted cyberattack. It was established that 
the application of DSS “DMSSCIS” in combination with 
other systems for the intelligent recognition of illegitimate 
interference in the MCCS operation allows an increase 
in the quality of decisions in the field of cybersecurity.

Table 2

Results of testing the DSS

Types of 
attacks

Parameters of information environment / Variants of AIS and DSS reaction

Adopted designations: AC is the number of anomalous network incidents; AH 
is the number of anomalous incidents at host, AP is the number of anomalous 

incidents along the perimeters of MCCS SPI, Pa is the probability of cyberattack

Attack through 
the illegitimate 

connection 
to the Wi-Fi 

network of the 
enterprise

AN=3, AP=3, 
Pa=0,678

AN=3, AP=3, 
Pa=0,82

AN=1, AP=2, 
Pa=0,4

AN=1, AP=1, 
Pa=0,3

U2R R2L DOS/DDoS Probe

Blocking the access 
to service in the 

network / Block-
ing the access and 
restriction of at-

tempts to connect 
to the network

Blocking to the 
network /  

Blocking the access 
and restriction 
of attempts to 
connect to the 

network

Reconfiguration of 
IS services for the 

purpose of blocking 
IP / Reconfigura-
tion of IS services 

Sending a warning 
to the IP-address /  

Reconfiguration 
of IS services IS 

for the purpose of 
blocking IP

Mean time of the situation assessment (IS dept. staffer with or without DSS), 
min.

(15–20)/(7–10)

Remote attack 
through the 
perimeter of 
the informa-

tion protection 
system of the 

enterprise

AN=3, AH=4, 
AP=2, Pa=0,74

AN=3, AH=4, 
AP=2, Pa=0,82

AN=1, AH=1, 
AP=1, Pa=0,24

AN=1, Pa=0,08

Blocking the access 
to service in the 

network

Restriction of at-
tempts to connect 

to the network

Reconfiguration 
of IS services IS 

for the purpose of 
blocking IP

Break-up of 
connection and 

sending a warning 
to the IP-address

Mean time of the situation assessment (IS dept. staffer with or without DSS), 
min.

(12–18)/(7–9)
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1. Introduction

A constant growth of the volume of text information 
(TI), associated with the use of the Internet, leads to an 
increase in the need for automatic text processing of TI. The 
quality requirements for processing, primarily based on the 
use of modern information technologies, are at the forefront. 
Unfortunately, high quality software in the tasks of synthet-
ic-analytical processing of multilingual text information in 
machine translation systems (MTS) exists only for narrow 
subject areas and cannot be easily adapted to a wide range of 
tasks. In addition, existing solutions mostly require post-ed-
iting and are oriented to professional translators, rather than 
ordinary users.

The relevance of present work is in the study of method 
of automatic syntactic analysis (ASA) of the text based 
on declarative representation of the rules of syntax com-

binability and on the method of software distribution of 
analytical-synthetic processing of the natural language 
text (NLT) at MTS.

2. Literature review and problem statement 

As shown by the analysis of theoretical and practical 
work in the field of MTS development, a lifetime problem 
of automatic translation is polysemy and uncertainty, the 
solution to which involves computer modeling of the process 
of understanding NLT, particularly evident for the Slavic 
languages due to rich morphology [1].

Today, three complex models for building formal seman-
tics of NLT are known [2–5].

Model [2] was developed at Stanford University (Unit-
ed States) and has the title “semantics of advantages”; it is 

24. Razaq, A. A big data analytics based approach to anomaly detection [Text] / A. Razaq, H. Tianfield, P. Barrie // Proceedings of 

the 3rd IEEE/ACM International Conference on Big Data Computing, Applications and Technologies – BDCAT ‘16, 2016. –  

P. 187–193. doi: 10.1145/3006299.3006317 

25. Perlovsky, L. Dynamic Logic Machine Learning for Cybersecurity [Text] / L. Perlovsky, O. Shevchenko // Advances in Information 

Security. – 2014. – p. 85–98. doi: 10.1007/978-3-319-10374-7_6 
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Розроблено методи автоматичного 
аналізу тексту на основі декларативного 
представлення правил синтаксичної спо-
лучуваності та програмного розподілення 
аналітико-синтетичної обробки природ-
но-мовного тексту в системах машинно-
го перекладу. Програмна реалізація експе-
рементально доводить, що застосування 
розроблених методів зменшує кількість 
помилок семантичного характеру в серед-
ньому на 14–16 % у порівнянні з відомими 
системами машинного перекладу
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Разработаны методы автоматиче-
ского анализа текста на основе деклара-
тивного представления правил синтак-
сической соединяемости и программного 
распределения аналитико-синтетиче-
ской обработки естественно-языкового 
текста в системах машинного перевода. 
Програмная реализация експеременталь-
но подтверждает, что применение разра-
ботанных методов уменьшает количество 
ошибок семантического характера в сред-
нем на 14–16 % по сравнению с известны-
ми системами машинного перевода
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